On a common structure of intelligence in biological and technical systems.
This is a survey of the general structure of an electronic computer-implemented, operation-oriented system, designed by the authors, which uses artificial intelligence mechanisms and is intended for the control of technical objects that function both in predictable and random environments. The system is based on processing knowledge, which is stored in a hierarchically arranged Knowledge Bank, and program mechanisms for adapting to and interacting with the External and Internal Worlds. The system has distributed program mechanisms, which are 'designed' with a constant structure. It is independent of the purpose and environment of the system operation and the specific features of the controlled object. None of the program mechanisms are concentrated in any program module. They are distributed in many modules, and therefore there is no single module responsible for the execution of a particular external function. The system is structured into separate program modules by internal procedures. The conceptual organisation of the Knowledge Base presupposes that the framework is structured according to functional, semantic and tier indications, i.e. the structured description of knowledge, by the system, of the external environment and its possible behaviour in it. The possibility of multiple use of the same elements of the lower tiers of the Knowledge Base by higher-tier elements makes the proposed Knowledge Base very efficient. If the cerebrum is considered at a structural level, there appears to be an amazing similarity between the structure and the mechanisms of the above system and the structure of the cerebral cortex, as suggested previously by Edelman and Mountcastle. Each mechanism of the cerebral cortex structure has a structural analogue in the described system.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)